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Whetstone Pastures – a Garden Community with resident
Health and Wellbeing at its heart. Creating a healthy,
strong and connected community through the design of its
infrastructure, streetscape, built environment, open spaces,
community farming and net zero commitments.
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We are pleased to share with you our vision

5. Transport and Connectivity

placing engagement with communities

to create a 21st Century Garden Village at

6. Economy

and stakeholders at the heart of everything

Whetstone Pastures in South Leicestershire.

7. Climate Mitigation

we do in delivering the proposal from this point

8. Long-Term Stewardship

to completion.

by Tritax Symmetry, Whetstone Pastures is a

This document has been developed following

We are at the early stages of this exciting

Garden Village development with the potential to

the Vision engagement exercise which took place

journey together and we hope in a post pandemic

accommodate thousands of new homes and jobs.

between December 2020 and February 2021.

world there will be many more, wide-ranging

The project has been awarded Garden Village

The engagement allowed us to connect with

opportunities to engage on this project in person

010 Community and Facilities

status by the Government, although the project

the local community and stakeholders through a

including community and design led events, citizens

012

currently has no status within Blaby District

variety of mediums and get clear understanding

panels and public exhibitions as we move through

Council's emerging Local Plan.

of the communities aspirations and concerns and

each stage.

Promoted by local landowners and supported

Our vision for Whetstone Pastures considers the
founding principles of the Garden City movement
led by Ebenezer Howard over 100 years ago in
a way that is relevant to today and in the future.
The vision establishes the broad development
themes that should be addressed in any future
masterplan and, if the site is allocated in the new
Local Plan, any subsequent planning applications.
The themes will be used to shape the development
as it progresses and to benchmark its development
through to completion. The 8 core themes are;
1.

A Unique Place

2. Community
3. Health
4. Natural Environment
02
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stakeholder requirements. The extensive feedback
has led to the creation of an aspirational and
forward thinking Vision which has been shaped
by the creativity and skills of existing communities
in South Leicestershire. The engagement feedback
informed detailed amendments to existing

T H E

04

V I S I O N
06

The Vision

08

A Unique Place

Health

016 Transport and Connectivity

working together, we can create an imaginative,
forward looking and unique new community

018 Jobs and Skills

at Whetstone Pastures that we and future

020 Climate Mitigation

generations can be truly proud of.
Whetstone Pastures is an opportunity to deliver

about the introduction of an additional theme

significant and lasting benefits to the district and

‘Long-Term Stewardship’ all of which will have

beyond and we look forward to working with the

positive implications for the proposed

community to develop the proposal further.

development going forward.

Best wishes,

The Vision engagement exercise has been our

32
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With continuing engagement, and all parties

themes contained within the Vision and brought
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first opportunity in the process to work with the
community and stakeholders to shape Whetstone

Jonathan Wallis

Pastures Garden Village and we are committed to

Development Director – Tritax Symmetry
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Potential Expansion Area

(Subject to future consideration by Harborough District
Council)

Purpose of the document

The Vision

The Garden Village has the potential to
accommodate a minimum of 3,500 to
around 5,000 – 6,000 new homes, a logistics
park of circa 4 million sq ft of employment
floorspace, a motorway services area, shops,
Whetstone
schools,
healthcare facilities, employment
opportunities, green and blue infrastructure,
community facilities, leisure opportunities
and new sports facilities.

Site Red Line Boundary
Potential Expansion Area

(Subject to future consideration by Harborough District
Council)
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T he Vision

The Vision

Whetstone Pastures – a Garden Community with resident Health and Wellbeing at its heart.
Creating a healthy, strong and connected community through the design of its infrastructure,
streetscape, built environment, open spaces, community farming and net zero commitments.

A Unique Place

Community and Facilities

Health

1.

A unique identity

1.

Connected

1.

Active Lifestyles

2.

Beautifully and imaginatively

2.

Timely delivery

2.

3.

A Community Trust that

3.

designed Neighbourhoods
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inspiring Streets
Commitment to Beauty
Public Art

6.

9.

Quality of Place

Whetstone Pastures

Future Proofed
Neighbourhood Hubs
Community spaces

Transport and

and Open Space

Connectivity

Green Spaces

1.

1.

Community farming

2.

and healthy eating
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mix of homes
Healthy Spaces

4.
5.

Flexible buildings

8.

06

maintains the garden village

Natural Environment

School farms
Healthcare

3.
4.
5.

Maximise Landscape Assets

and on foot

Connected greenspace
Multi-functional open space
Innovative water management
Enhancing and creating habitats

Maximising travel by bicycle

Jobs and Skills

Climate Mitigation

Long-Term Stewardship

1.

A Logistics Park

1.

1.

Governance

2.

Enhancing skills and training

2.

Asset Management

3.

Good Estate Management

infrastructure

4.

Community Empowerment

3.

Energy Education

5.

Long-Term Funding

4.

Future Homes Standard

6.

Communication

5.

Energy security

6.

Waste

opportunities

2.

Gear Change 2020

3.

Education

3.

Electric vehicle infrastructure

4.

Neighbourhood Hubs and

4.

Garden Village Centre

Connectivity

Health Routes

5.

Innovative public transport

Healthy Workers

6.

Sustainable transport for workers

5.

Support for home working

6.

Shared workspaces

7.

Reliable high-speed

Working towards net zero
Carbon 2050

2.

Climate resilience, water
management and green

fibre broadband
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A Unique Place

A Unique Place

A commitment to building beautiful

A Unique Place
1.

A unique identity

2.

Beautifully and imaginatively

1.

designed Neighbourhoods
3.

Inspiring Streets

4.

Commitment to Beauty

5.

Public Art

6.

Flexible buildings

7.

Mix of homes

A unique identity

4.

Commitment to Beauty

Flexible buildings

8.

	Healthy Spaces

	Whetstone Pastures Garden Village

	Whetstone Pastures is committed

	Buildings will need to adapt and

	The garden village will be designed

will have its own recognisable

to delivering a beautiful Garden

facilitate the changing ways of

around health and well being with

character, inspired by its history,

Village. This will be achieved by

living, learning and working.

facilities and amenities within short

buildings and landscapes.

thinking carefully how the settlement
is placed into the landscape,

2.

6.

walking distance of homes and
7.

Mix of homes

employment. Active movement and

	Beautifully and imaginatively

designing beautiful streets, squares

	A mixed and balanced community

mental well-being will be at the

designed Neighbourhoods

and parks, and finally delivering

will be supported through delivery of

forefront of design with access to

	Neighbourhoods within the Garden

beautiful buildings.

a wide choice of homes to meet local

open spaces and community assets

needs in terms of housing types,

for all being a priority.

Village will have their own clear
5.

Public Art

affordability, designs and tenures.

8.

Healthy Spaces

identity, reflecting the best of
local built development within

	Public art and urban design that

The Garden Village would provide

9.

Quality of Place

surrounding settlements but will not

responds to the site’s history through

custom and self-build opportunities,

	All elements of the Garden Village

be afraid to bring innovative and

the creative design of parks, open

accessible homes, homes for all

across the built and natural

modern design approaches.

spaces, key buildings, signage and

ages including those that require

environment will be designed and

wayfinding will help create a unique

care, homes with workspace, private

developed to the highest standards.

character for the Garden Village.

rented and shared ownership

It will be planned, designed and

	The street network will be easy to

opportunities and flexible homes

maintained so that the health and

navigate, attractive and safe. It will

that are adaptable to changing

well-being of people living, working

directly connect to important walking

needs over a lifetime.

and enjoying leisure activities in the

3.

Inspiring Streets

9.

Quality of Place

and cycling routes, open spaces and

Garden Village will be enhanced by

other important destinations.

the built and natural environment in
which they interact.
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Community and Facilities

Community and Facilities

Community and Facilities
1.

Connected

2.

Timely delivery

3.

A Community Trust that
maintains the garden village

4.

A thriving Garden Village is made up
of more than just bricks and mortar.
1.

Future Proofed

5.

Neighbourhood Hubs

6.

Community spaces
2.

Connected

3.

A
	 Community Trust that maintains

5.

Neighbourhood Hubs

A
	
Garden Village that makes it

the garden village

	Key convenience, community and

easy to move around - connecting

A
	 Community Trust will manage

social facilities will be positioned in

residents, employees and neighbours

and maintain the public spaces

highly accessible positions for the

physically and socially.

and community facilities – giving

neighbourhoods to use in a variety

residents a sense of ownership

of ways.

Timely delivery

and the flexibility to adapt to their

Key
	
community buildings including

changing future needs.

schools, sports/leisure facilities,

6.

Community spaces
	Multi-functional places and spaces

Future Proofed

that can be used for community-led

open space will be delivered when

Community
	
facilities will be future

formal and informal activities, events

they are needed.

proofed to support new ways

and exhibitions will be a significant

of working and living through

component of the garden village.

community buildings and accessible

4.

innovative and flexible design.
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Health

Health

Health

Embedding health and
wellbeing into its ethos.

Health
1.

Active Lifestyles

2.

Green Spaces

3.

Community farming

1.

and healthy eating
4.

School farms

Active Lifestyles

3.

Community
	
farming and

6.

Health Routes

Open
	
spaces will provide a range

healthy eating

A
	 range of health routes will be

of sports and recreation facilities,

Healthy
	
eating will be encouraged

clearly marked out on site to

through the provision of allotments,

encourage active lifestyles and

5.

Healthcare

connected by direct, safe and
pleasant walking and cycling routes

community farming opportunities

access to opportunities for exercise,

6.

Health Routes

and will be easily accessible to all.

and a community market which will

including the NHA ‘Couch to 5k’

7.

Healthy Workers

be managed by the Community Trust.

initiative.

2.

Green Spaces
Outdoor
	
spaces will occupy a

4.

School farms

7.

Healthy Workers

significant proportion of the Garden

School
	
farms can provide first-hand

Employment
	
areas will have

Village and will be available for

resources for diet, growing food

landscaped areas for eating and

exercise and relaxation, they will

and cooking techniques that can be

socialising, spaces for running and

meet accessibility standards and

integrated into the school curriculum.

outdoor sports equipment will be

cater for all levels of mobility and

provided. This will sit alongside
Healthcare

schemes to promote walking and

well-being and reconnect people

The
	
appropriate Health Facilities will

cycling commuting for employees.

with natural environments.

be provided in the right places at

age. They will support community

5.

the right time working in partnership
with the NHS.
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Natural Environment and Open Space

Natural Environmentand Open Space

Natural Environment and Open Space

Natural Environment
and Open Space
1.

Maximise Landscape Assets

2.

Connected greenspace

3.

Multi-functional open space

4.

Innovative water management

5.

Protecting, conserving and
enhancing existing wildlife and habitats
1.

Enhancing and creating habitats

Maximise Landscape Assets

3.

	Multi-functional open space

5.

Enhancing and creating habitats

	The site contains ponds, a brook,

	Places and spaces will be available

	Opportunities to enhance existing

hedgerows, woodland, a dismantled

to everyone ensuring that the

habitats and to create new habitats

railway and natural habitats which

physical environment is accessible

that will be visually attractive and

can be retained and enhanced to

and easy to navigate, including for

encourage wildlife and which can

shape the location and character of

people with dementia, so it is easy

be enjoyed by residents, workers

new neighbourhoods.

to access, understand and enjoy.

and visitors and deliver net
biodiversity gain.

2.

014
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Connected greenspace

4.

Innovative water management

	New and existing open spaces

	Creative use of water will reinforce

formed of high-quality landscape

a distinctive sense of place, provide

and waterscape features will be

open spaces for recreation and

available and accessible for all ages

biodiversity and reduce stormwater

and abilities.

and flooding risks.
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Tr a n s p o r t a n d C o n n e c t i v i t y

Tr a n s p o r t a n d C o n n e c t i v i t y

Transport and Connectivity

Transport
and Connectivity
1.

Maximising travel by bicycle
and on foot

2.
3.

Designed with future proofing
smart technology
1.

Gear Change 2020
Electric vehicle infrastructure

4.

Connectivity

5.

Innovative public transport

6.

Sustainable transport for workers

Maximising travel by bicycle and

4.

Connectivity

on foot

	Public transport and walking and

The arrangement of streets and paths

cycling routes will be co-ordinated

will allow direct and safe walking and

to ensure they are easy and direct

cycling networks between key

to use.

Gear
Change
A bold vision
for cycling
and walking

destinations in the Garden Village and
to surrounding settlements.

5.

Innovative public transport
	A flexible and innovative approach

2.

Gear Change 2020

to public transport is essential to

This is a cycling and walking plan

make it easy to use and available

which sets out the Governments

to all – this could include a pre-

vision to make England a great

bookable on demand bus service.

cycling and walking nation – the
Garden Village would put all of its
recommendations in place.

6.

Sustainable transport for workers
	Employees will be encouraged
to travel to work by walking,

3.

Electric vehicle infrastructure

cycling and innovative sustainable

Provision of infrastructure to support

transport solutions including

electric buses, electric cars and electric

employee bus services, lift sharing

cycles. Infrastructure will be provided in

cycle infrastructure and adapting to

the employment areas to support the

future technologies.

electrification of HGV fleets.
016
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Jobs and Skills

Jobs and Skills

Jobs and Skills

Embracing an integrated
approach to homes and employment

Jobs and Skills
1.

A Logistics Park

2.

Enhancing skills and
training opportunities

1.

3.

Education

4.

Neighbourhood Hubs and
Garden Village Centre

5.

Support for home working

6.

Shared workspaces

7.

Reliable high-speed

A Logistics Park

3.

Education

6.

The
	
site is located in the Golden

Links
	
will be forged with local

Neighbourhood
	
Hubs will provide

Triangle where there is significant

schools and colleges to connect

shared spaces and facilities to allow

demand for employment

young people to job opportunities in

residents to work effectively whilst

development. A logistics park as part

the Garden Village.

avoiding isolation and maximising

of the Garden Village would fulfil the
need for employment development

fibre broadband
2.

Shared workspaces

social interactions.
4.

Neighbourhood
	
Hubs and Garden

in the area as well as providing

Village Centre

significant job opportunities.

The
	
economic diversity of the

broadband

7.

Reliable
	
high-speed fibre

Garden Village will be reinforced by

	 we move towards much more
As

Enhancing
	
skills and training

neighbourhood hubs and a village

homeworking reliable high-speed

opportunities

centre that accommodates both

broadband will be an essential

Logistics
	
provides employment

small and larger enterprises within

component of the Garden Village.

across a broad spectrum of roles

a pedestrian and cycle friendly

including managerial, engineering,

environment.

professional and technical roles,
IT, HR, Sales, Marketing as well

5.

Support for home working

as warehouse operatives and

Homes
	
will be designed to

opportunities for drivers. Automation

accommodate the growing move

in logistics has specifically created

towards home working,

demand for engineering roles to
maintain the automation processes.
018
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Climate Mitigation

Climate Mitigation

Climate Mitigation

Climate Mitigation
1.

Working towards net zero
Carbon 2050

2.

Climate resilience, water
management and green

1.

infrastructure
3.

The Garden Village will be a
self-sustaining low carbon community

Energy Education

4.

Future Homes Standard

5.

Energy security

6.

Waste

	Working towards net zero

3.

Energy Education

5.

Energy security

Carbon 2050

	Through the Garden Village

	Create low energy homes,

	The UK Climate Change Act

Community Trust provide energy

businesses and community

has committed to bringing all

education to homes, schools,

buildings and explore opportunities

greenhouse gas emissions to net

businesses and community enterprises.

for renewable power generation

zero by 2050 by changing how we

including Combined Heat and
Future Homes Standard

Power (CHP), District Heating, Heat

	Employing the best available

Exchange and solar panels to give

2.	Climate resilience, water

technology to ensure homes can

fuel certainty and security and

management and green

provide low carbon heating and

reduce the environmental impact of

infrastructure

high levels of energy efficiency.

development.

travel, eat and use energy.

4.

	Make best use of the existing
landscape and water features on
site to mitigate climate change.

6.

Waste
	Follow best practices in waste
minimisation and explore the
opportunity for a small waste to
energy facility on site for local
organic material.

020
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L o n g -Te r m S t e w a r d s h i p

L o n g -Te r m S t e w a r d s h i p

Long-Term Stewardship

Long-Term Stewardship
1.

Governance

2.

Asset Management

3.

Good Estate Management

4.

Community Empowerment

5.

Long Term Funding

6.

Communication

Long-Term Stewardship
1.	Governance

3.	Good Estate Management

	An appropriate stewardship body

	Long term building and development

perpetuity. The aim being to ensure

(consisting of members of the

controls which pay regard to

that sufficient assets are vested,

community, key stakeholders and

the integrity and appearance of

and sources of funding secured to

professional advisors such as a

community land, buildings and

allow money to be generated by

Community Development Worker) will

amenities will be established and

the facilities run by the stewardship

be established to set up, manage and

enforced. It is envisaged that estate

body to be reinvested back into

deliver the long-term stewardship

management will also encompass the

the community.

strategy for the Garden Village.

management of community activities
such as a farmers’ market, community

2.	Asset Management

theatre, sports and leisure clubs etc.

stewardship can bring to the

4.	Community Empowerment

Vision Document

of the Garden Village. Residents will

	Long term stewardship will create

know what is happening in their

confident community is recognised.

a community where individuals

community and they will know how

All opportunities for asset

and the community as a whole are

to get involved in decision making

management by the stewardship

empowered and motivated to take

and how to engage with the

body will be assessed to ensure the

ownership of their community and

stewardship body. This is likely to

most effective and sustainable options

take part in decision making.

be by means of a dedicated website,

chance of success. These assets could

I

	Dialogue with residents will be

support of a safe, healthy and

regular newsletters and a Community

are chosen which offers the best

Whetstone Pastures

6.	Communication

central to the long-term stewardship

	The advantages long term

022

buildings and community land in

5.	Long Term funding

include but are not limited to public

	Funding opportunities will be

open space, community buildings,

identified to fund and manage

leisure facilities, allotments, etc.

community assets, community

Development Officer, etc.
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The Vision

The Vision

The Vision

Introducing Whetstone Pastures
An all together better place to live & work
Whetstone Pastures Garden Village will support a healthy
21st Century community, with health and well-being,
central to growing this new community. The community
will be integrated and focused on providing high quality

3,500 - 6,000
new homes

circa 4m sq ft
of logistics park

Schools

Shops
and services

2 Local centres
and a district
centre

homes, diverse job opportunities, locally distinctive
spaces alongside attractive options for recreation.
Innovation and technology will underpin, low carbon
living and working and will support, healthy work - life

Pastures
026
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New

balances as we move towards increased home working.

Networks
of cycling and
walking routes

Play
spaces

Attractive
open spaces

Community
centre

5km
exercise
routes

A lake for
recreation and
habitat creation

Employment

Natural
play

Dementia
friendly design

Whetstone Pastures
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Garden Communities

Garden Communities

The Town and Country Planning Association TCPA
have set out nine key principles that are being

“People want to live in a beautiful place;

applied to all garden cities in the 21st century. These

they want to live next to beautiful places;

are set out below:

they want to settle in somewhere of their
own, where the human need for beauty

Garden Communities
•

A tried and tested approach to the
development of vibrant new communities.

•

Land value capture for the benefit of the

and harmony is satisfied by the view from

community.

the window and a walk to the shops, a

Strong vision, leadership and community
engagement.

•

•

walk which is not marred by polluted air
or an inhuman street.”

Community ownership of land and long-term

Living with Beauty, the report of the Building Better,

stewardship of assets.

Building Beautiful Commission. January 2020.

Mixed-tenure homes and housing types that
are genuinely affordable.

The Garden City movement was established

In supporting Garden City principles it is

As of January 2021, 49 Garden Communities

over one hundred years ago by Ebenezer

important to provide a vibrant, cohesive and

have been announced, including Whetstone

Howard. In his book the Garden Cities of

sustainable community and it is felt that a

Pastures Garden Village. While over one

Tomorrow he set a vision for a new type of

community led Trust approach is the best way

hundred years have passed, the challenge of

settlement that provides the best of the city

to achieve this.

providing affordable housing in communities

with gardens, combining the best of town and

with a high level of self sufficiency and

country to create healthy communities, and

and the countryside. He proposed green

•

A wide range of local jobs in the Garden City
within easy commuting distance of homes.

•

Beautifully and imaginatively designed homes

including opportunities to grow food.

cities to provide affordable homes and places

Today, as we look at the challenge of

local stewardship seems more important

to work and live more healthily than the

resolving the UK housing shortage, the

today than ever. Whetstone Pastures is

industrial city.

Garden City Movement has provided a

looking back to the founding principles of

environment, providing a comprehensive green

•

Development that enhances the natural

template which is still relevant. In January

the Garden City movement in a way that is

infrastructure network and net biodiversity

These settlements were to be self-contained

2014 the Government announced that 14 new

relevant to the 21st century.

gains, and that uses zero-carbon and energy-

and highly self-sufficient communities, which

Garden Villages and three Garden Towns

would include a balance of residential,

were going to be promoted, reactivating the

industrial and agricultural areas, giving all

garden city movement.

positive technology to ensure climate resilience.
•

Strong cultural, recreational and shopping
facilities in walk-able, vibrant, sociable

residents access to light, air and open space.

neighbourhoods.
•

Integrated and accessible transport systems,
with walking, cycling and public transport
designed to be the most attractive forms of
local transport.
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Site Location

Site Location

Whetstone Pastures is a 377 hectare
(931 acre) site located in southern
Leicestershire adjacent to the M1

Site Location

motorway. The site is located around
6 miles south of Leicester City Centre.

Whetstone Pastures is a 377 hectare (931 acre)
site located in southern Leicestershire.
To the north east of the site lies the village of

Whetstone Pastures will provide housing to

Countesthorpe, to the north west lies the village

meet the the districts housing needs. Residents

of Cosby which lies within Blaby District and to the

will enjoy a high quality attractive and safe

south east lies the village of Willoughby Waterleys

environment which respects and enhances the

which is located within Harborough District.

special character of the existing natural and

Right in the
middle of the
Golden Triangle

Nottingham

built environment. The mix of housing will reflect
The site lies in the centre of the economic

the needs of residents including an appropriate

sub-region known as the ‘Golden Triangle’ the

balance of house types, sizes and tenures with

centre of UK logistics. The logistics industry

the provision of affordable homes to meet the

makes up a significant proportion of the

identified needs of the District.

Loughborough

M1

Leicester

M42

Leicester and Leicestershire employment market
and continues to grow. The logistics sector is
attracted to the area as businesses can enjoy

Birmingham

Corby

M1
M6

RUGBY
KETTERING

Coventry

easy access to the major motorways, ports,

Northampton

railways and airports, enabling deliveries to
reach over 90% of the UK population within
four hours. This proximity to customers allows
businesses to stay competitive as well as reduce
HGV miles on the road network.
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The Site Context

Site Red Line Boundary

Site Red Line Boundary
Potential Expansion Area

(Subject to future consideration by Harborough District

Council)
Potential
Expansion Area

(Subject to future consideration by Harborough District
Council)

Settlement Structure

Railway

Railway
Disued Railway
Disued Railway
National Cycle Route
National Cycle Route
Motorway
Motorway
Other major roads

Well connected to
historic settlements

Other major roads
Distances in Km
Distances in Km
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The wider area is characterised by a series of towns

There are a number of public rights of way that can

and villages. To the north of the site lies the village of

be found across the site with National cycle route 6

Cosby, and the towns of Blaby and Countesthorpe,

running along Willoughby Road.

Surrounding Villages

Distance from Site

Willoughby Waterleys

1.7 km

Countesthorpe

2.0 km

Cosby

2.2 km

The site is in an accessible location making it an

an intimate rural character. These settlements have

Whetstone

3.0 km

ideal site to provide the homes, jobs and facilities

retained their historic structure and while they have

Blaby

3.3 km

necessary to support the future growth and

been subject to some infill housing through the

prosperity of Blaby District.

20th century their character has not significantly

Littlethorpe

3.7 km

Broughton Asteley

3.8 km

Narborough

4.6 km

Glen Parva

5.2 km

road network. Local highway routes run along the

South Wigston

5.3 km

edge and through the site, connecting the site to

Leicester

10.5km

these settlements view themselves as being quite
distinct from the south of Leicester City.

By contrast the smaller villages to the south of the
site, Willoughby Waterleys and Ashby Magna, have

changed over the years.
The site lies adjacent to the M1 motorway within the
Golden Triangle and the delivery of junction 20a will
enhance the connectivity of the site to the national

Countesthorpe, Cosby and Willoughby Waterleys.
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Red Line Boundary

Site Red Line Boundary
Potential Expansion Area

(Subject to future consideration by Harborough
District Council)

Potential Expansion Area

Exisiting
(Subject to future consideration
bySettlement
Harborough DC)
A1 Motorway

District Boundary

Secondary Roads

Exisiting Settlement
Existing Lanes
M1 Motorway

Landscape Character

National Cycle Route
Public Right of Way

Secondary Roads

Noise from the A1 70-75dB

Existing Lanes

Noise from the A1 65-69 dB
Utilities Gas Pipe and Easement
(78m)

National Cycle Route

Gas Pipe Outer Zone (510m)

Public Right of Way
Disused Railway / Informal path
District Boundary

Recreational Walking Routes
Woodland

An agricultural setting benefiting
from ponds, streams and hedgerows

Utilities Gas pipePublic Open Space
with hedgerows/trees forming
Disused Railway Lanes
/ Informal
path

Woodland

Hedgerows with biodiversity
potential
Hedgerows with lower value

Intact Species-Rich Hedgerow
Public Open Space

Hedgerows with Waterbodies
biodiversity
potential
Flood Zone 3
Hedgerows with Landscape
lower value
Sensitive Areas
Waterbodies

Sensitive Landscape / protected
Woodland and ecological corridor
Local Wildlife Site

Flood Zone 3

Conservation Areas

Listed Buildings
Landscape Sensitive
Areas
Whetstone Pastures Oblisk

Sensitive Landscape / protected
Scheduled Monument
woodland and ecological
corridor

The Upper Soar is located to the north of the site

The Lutterworth Lowlands Landscape Character

The area around Whetstone Pastures Garden Village

much of which has an urban character; the rural

Area is a predominantly open, gently rolling

has a gently rolling agricultural character, which is

areas are predominantly agricultural interspersed

pastoral landscape with fields divided by mature

punctuated by hedgerows, trees and settlements. The

by some semi-natural habitats including woodlands

hedgerows. There are a few small villages in this

site bridges the Upper Soar and Lutterworth Lowlands

and wetlands.

area. Open views are available in flatter parts

landscape areas.

and there are limited large woodland areas.
Many of the settlements in the Upper Soar are set in
a clear landscape context, with mature hedgerows
and trees within and surrounding development.

Consideration of landscape setting

Local Wildlife Siteand place character
Conservation Areas
Listed Buildings
Whetstone Pastures Oblisk
Scheduled Monument

N
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Site Opportunities

Ecology / Vegetation
There are no International or National statutory

Brook runs through the middle of the site, creating a

site. National Cycle Route 6 runs through the site along

landscape corridor.

Willoughby Road.

designations covering the land nor are there any such

The Site

The Site
Context
The vision has been informed by the baseline

Air Quality

Site. Most of the site is arable land or improved grassland

The site is not subject to any air quality management

pasture, while a few fields have some botanical interest, the

designations. There are no air quality issues in the area

majority are of low ecological value.

which present a constraint to bringing the site forward as
a Garden Village.

Habitats of ecological interest include small blocks of
woodland, mature trees, a mature hedgerow network and

Topography / Landscape

survey work for the site undertaken to date. This

The site is not subject to any landscape quality

dismantled railway which is elevated in sections and

has identified the natural boundaries, including

designation with the majority of the site being

contains significant woodland cover.

areas of woodland, topography, flood zone,

occupied by arable fields forming a gentle rolling

the M1 motorway, gas pipeline and the former

character which is typical of the South Leicestershire

A network of well-maintained hedgerows,

railway line which help to define the development

agricultural landscape.

containing mature trees and interspersed with

the Whetstone Brook stream corridor.

Utilities

There is a locally designated woodland strip along

The site is largely free from constraints in respect of

the northern boundary which follows the line of the

utilities. A Gas Pipeline cuts through a modest section of

dismantled railway line.

the northern part of the site. The relevant HSE easement

Movement
A range of options will be available for people to travel
within and around Whetstone Pastures Garden Village.
The site is intersected by three roads running in a northsouth direction. The M1 runs in a north-south direction and

small blocks of woodland is a feature of the

approach, structure and character.
The site has good visual containment, views towards

site; these linear features will be retained and

The results of the more detailed survey work and

the site from the landscape to the north including

integrated where appropriate to form a strong

technical analysis will be set out in the subsequent

Countesthorpe and Cosby are limited by the

landscape pattern.

Concept Framework Document.

designations within the potential zone of influence from the

intersects the western portion of the site, where it passes
beneath the A426 Lutterworth Road and provides a key

Noise

strategic link between London and the south east and

The location of the employment development either side

Road and Willoughby Road, with Hill Lane, Bambury Lane

of the M1 will buffer any associated road traffic noise to

are located to the north and east of the site.

Yorkshire via the East Midlands. The A426 Lutterworth

other forms of development within the Garden Village.
There is a network of existing public rights of way (PRoW)

Hydrology
The Whetstone Brook as well as ponds are natural
wetland features of the landscape. The brook is a tributary
of the River Soar which lies to the north of the site. The
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within and around the site alongside lanes which provide
access to the farmland. These existing routes provide
opportunities to deliver connections both within the site
and to existing areas and amenities surrounding the

either side of the pipeline will be respected. No other
utilities present a constraint to bringing forward a
Garden Village in this location.

Heritage assets
The site contains one Grade II listed building, known as
Whetstone Pastures House. This historic building has an
interesting and varied past, having previously been used
as a private house, a school and a care home. While
not designated heritage assets, there are a number of
historic agricultural buildings in other areas of the site
which are of some heritage interest. It would be our
intention to incorporate the best of these buildings in our
plans for the site.
Willoughby Waterleys Conservation Area lies to the south
east of the site and Countesthorpe Conservation Area is
located to the northeast.
Whetstone Pastures
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The Partnership

The Planning Status
Blaby District Council and the landowners

will take shape. Blaby District Council remain a

The Strategic Growth team is currently considering

of Whetstone Pastures supported by their

sponsor of the proposal at Whetstone Pastures

the proposals that have been brought forward to

Development Partner Tritax Symmetry LTD continue

and are working alongside the promotors in

ensure that, if the site was considered an acceptable

to positively engage in discussions in connection

identification of this Vision document.

allocation, any scheme that comes forward would

with their shared aspiration to create a mixed-use
community at the site.

offer the highest quality sustainable outcome for
This engagement extends to the further

existing residents of the District and future residents

assessment of the scheme in parallel to the local

of the development itself.

This is a ‘local authority led’ initiative following the

plan process. The site does not currently have

proposed project being awarded Garden Village

any status in the adopted Local Plan, nor has a

Whilst it is recognised by the Council that the

status by the Government and in response to the

planning application been received for the site.

principle of development has not been established

joint submission made to the Ministry of Housing,

it is considered important to take every
The emerging Local Plan, being considered by the

opportunity to influence the development during

Planning Policy and Strategy team, is assessing the

this important early stage to ensure that any

The Council are currently considering these issues

merits of the site as one of a number of options to

allocation will deliver the best possible scheme.

in the context of the emerging Local Plan and, in

deliver development in the District during the next

As such, this input is provided independent of the

turn, are assessing their ability to set out clear

plan period.

Local Plan review that is currently taking place.

Communities and Local Government.
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Next Steps

Next Steps

N E X T
GARDEN VILLAGE
STATUS AWARDED
2018

VISION
DOCUMENT
LATE 2020 / EARLY 2021

COMMENCEMENT OF
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
7 DECEMBER 2020

END OF
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
7 FEBRUARY 2021

PUBLICATION OF
ENGAGEMENT REPORT
EARLY 2022

S T E P S

FINAL VISION
DOCUMENT
EARLY 2022

CONCEPT FRAMEWORK
DOCUMENT
2022
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LOCAL PLAN

OUTLINE PLANNING
APPLICATION

RESERVED MATTERS
APPLICATIONS
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